Name

The X-bot

Write everything you know about the X-bot. You could add labels to the X-bot or write in the space below.
Name

Predictive text spelling game

Ant’s mobile phone uses predictive text. These are the buttons on his mobile phone.

Can you work out the words below?

1 Numbers pressed | 4 | 3 | 5 | 7
Possible letters  | g | h | i | d | e | f | j | k | l | p | q | r | s
Possible words    | help

2 Numbers pressed | 7 | 6 | 2 | 6 | 8
Possible letters  | p | q | r | s | m | n | o | a | b | c | m | n | o | t | u | v
Possible words

Now make up your own.

Numbers pressed
Possible letters
Possible words